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ARTICLE INFO

In the current era of building construction and development, it is very difficult to foresee the evacuation point of a building if disaster occurs, especially for huge and tall buildings. For that purpose we make crowd modeling on the Unity3D game engine. We try to build a concept using evacuation scenarios in the Krisnadwipayana University, Faculty of Engineering building. By utilizing crowd modeling using Unity3D game engine, we will put all crowd agents together at the virtual environment of the target building at maximum density. In this study we using the prototype method to build the virtual area/building, and mapping the movement of the crowds in order to calculate the movement to be carried out in a form of visual crowds movement. The results of research conducted show that the final prototype that was made can accept 3D building models using Sketchup. From the data that has been made through the prototype there are 4498 agents who exit through the main door and 2068 agents use the back door of the target building, with the time needed to evacuate for 2 minutes and 16 seconds. The conclusion of this research is that it is able to present a crowd modeling form with integrated navigation on the game engine, and by using Unity3D for crowd modeling, it can help various groups that require testing in an area.
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1. Introduction

Crowd modeling is modeling the movement of a group of entities that move in an area [11]. With crowd modeling, crowd conditions in places such as buildings, squares, stadiums, for example, can be modeled in virtual form. This virtual modeling can be done using a game engine. The game engine or game engine itself is a software development device that is designed in making games. The game engine includes graphics engine, animation, physics engine, sound engine, and scripting [6]. One example of such game engine is Unity3D.

Unity3D with all the features that have been provided, can be utilized in developing applications for games[1], as well as other needs such as crowd simulation [5][8]. In the process of making applications at Unity3D, a team with various abilities is needed, including project managers, technical directors, art directors and various artists[6]. Unity3D has also been reviewed as having advantages over other game machines. As in[3] where when compared using AHP with Unreal Engine and CryEngine, Unity was ranked first with a score of 0.467. The main advantage of this game engine is that it allows the prototyping process to be fast enough[4]. This is because Unity3D provides an overall solution to software development needs that require utilization of two or three dimensional graphics of various formats, and multiplatform support for the results of applications created[9].

2. Method

This research uses the prototype method[2]. In this method a prototype software system is built, tested and then reworked as needed until results are acceptable. This result is the availability of a system with overall functionality. Our method is as shown in figure 1 which contains several process in order to produce best prototype result.

2.1. Needs analysis

This stage contains the collection of all the requirements needed to engineer the prototype to be made, as mentioned earlier, in the process of modeling this crowd required an area where this crowd will be modeled[7]. In this study we used the Krisnadwipayana University Faculty of Engineering building model. The 3D model
of the building is based on the schematic of the building shown in Figure 2.
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Other operational requirements have been provided in Unity3D game engines, such as Graphics and Physics engines[6], and navigation systems for crowd agents[8]. So the only thing made outside of Unity3D is the building model, where the building model is made using a third-party application. Application for building models using SketchUp, where the results of the 3D model of this building can be imported into the Unity3D game engine.
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The navigation system for crowd agents in the Unity3D game engine is divided into two main processes, namely global and local navigation[10]. Figure 3 from the documentation of the Unity3D navigation system [10] illustrates the relationship between global and local navigation. Global navigation aims to determine the path / corridor that needs to be taken by a crowd agent to get to the destination point. Furthermore, on the local navigation agent will be directed to move according to the path that has been calculated from global navigation. Avoidance of obstacles that interfere with the running of crowd agents is also calculated in this local navigation.

2.2. Concept & Design
In this crowd modeling we conceptualize a scenario, namely the evacuation scenario of buildings in the UNKRIS Engineering Faculty building. The whole crowd agent will be placed with maximum density in each room except for the toilet. The crowd will move towards the evacuation point outside the building. When the application starts running, the first one is done is to model the movement of the crowd using the navigation system that is on Unity3D[8]. The results of this crowd movement model are not directly executed in the form of visual movements, but are stored first in memory until the calculation of the movements of all agents is completed.

After calculating the movements of all agents, the results of the crowd modeling can be presented in the form of an overall movement of the crowd agents heading out of the building for evacuation. Simultaneous crowd movement is possible because the calculation of crowd movement in Unity3D allows it to be pooled into memory. The results of this calculation are then executed when all agents have their model of movement for evacuation out of the building.
2.3. Prototyping

Based on the conceptual process that has been made, the prototype program will be designed with the steps shown in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 4, the building process and the crowd modeling application are made separately because they use different tools, namely building models with SketchUp, and making application with Unity3D. Both results will be integrated, where 3D building models will be imported into Unity3D. After the building model is integrated, next stage is the prototype evaluation.

![Diagram of the process of making a prototype software for crowd simulation in Unity3D and SketchUp.](image)

2.4. Prototype Evaluation

In this section, the prototype that has been created will be evaluated according to the functionality requirements of the application. The functionality needed in this case is the ability to map the area/building where the movement of the crowd. This prototype must also be able to calculate the movement to be carried out by a group of crowds to get to the specified point (in this case the evacuation point).

The results of crowd calculation results also need to be visualized in the form of movement of the crowd. In this crowd simulation for this evacuation, also required the existence of exit data used by the crowd agent. The ability to calculate the time needed for the entire crowd to clear the building is also very necessary. Exit usage data and evacuation time needed in evacuation can be used as a reference for the effectiveness of building design in evacuation conditions.

If the prototype produced meets the needs above, then the prototype has been formalized as the final prototype. If there is functionality that has not yet been fulfilled, a revamping process will begin, starting from the concept design to the prototype-making section. This process is repeated until the prototype needs are met.

3. Result and Discussion

The final prototype produced was able to accept 3D building models created with SketchUp. The results of the building model that have been imported in Unity3D are shown in figure 5. The building is a four-story Unkris Engineering Faculty building. The building has two doors for access in and out of the building, the main door (picture 6) and the back door (picture 7). The crowd in the evacuation scenario will try to get out of the Unkris Engineering Faculty building through the two doors.
When running the application, the user will be presented with a view of the building from above. The display is shown in Figure 8. From the display there is an option to see the condition of each floor in the UNKRIS Engineering Faculty building. The crowd will be raised with the option “start calculation”, when the option is selected, the crowd agent will be placed until it fills the entire room in the UNKRIS Engineering Faculty building, except for the toilet room. Placement of crowd agents in the UNKRIS Faculty of Engineering building is 6566 agents. The placement of agents in this building model can be seen in Figure 9, where an agent is represented as a green dot on the building. Each agent is placed with an idle condition as a condition during initialization.

After placing the crowd agent, the next is the calculation of the movement of each crowd agent. The result of this calculation is the model of crowd movement, which in this case is the modeling of crowd motion on evacuation in the UNKRIS Faculty of Engineering building. After the calculation is done, the movement model of the simulation can be displayed. Figure 10 shows a snapshot of the movement of a crowd agent to get out of the building. After all agents have exited the building as shown in Figure 11, data on the use of building...
doors used during the course of the agent movement can be seen in the application interface. In the evacuation at the UNKRIS Engineering Faculty building, it was found that 4498 agents exited the building using the main door, and the remaining 2068 agents used the back door of the building. The time needed to vacate the building for 2 minutes 16 seconds. The number of agents that evacuated over time is shown in Figure 12.

4. Conclusion
In this study we show the use of Unity3D in crowd modeling in a building. From the crowd modeling process with the prototyping method using Unity3D, it was concluded that the Unity3D game engine is able to present crowd modeling forms with a navigation system that has been integrated on the game engine and also the ability to receive 3D building models from third-party applications (in this case SketchUp). The Unity3D game engine as a game engine fulfills all crowd modeling needs. Successful needs are met which is able to map the area / building where the movement of the crowd. This application can also display crowd movements from the results of modeling calculations for each crowd agent. Last but not least, this application can display data on the use of exits used by crowd agents to reach the evacuation point outside the building, as well as being able to calculate the time needed to vacate the building. This is very helpful for various groups to conduct crowd testing in an area with evacuation scenarios with user-specified evacuation points.
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